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Abstract: Fuel starvation is a major cause of anode corrosion in low temperature polymer electrolyte
fuel cells. The fuel cell start-up is a critical step, as hydrogen may not yet be evenly distributed in the
active area, leading to local starvation. The present work investigates the hydrogen distribution and
risk for starvation during start-up and after nitrogen purge by extending an existing computational
fluid dynamic model to capture transient behavior. The results of the numerical model are compared
with detailed experimental analysis on a 25 cm2 triple serpentine flow field with good agreement
in all aspects and a required time step size of 1 s. This is two to three orders of magnitude larger
than the time steps used by other works, resulting in reasonably quick calculation times (e.g., 3 min
calculation time for 1 s of experimental testing time using a 2 million element mesh).

Keywords: fuel cell start-up; transient CFD simulation; fuel cell degradation

1. Introduction

Through the increased urgency for a transition to a renewable energy supply chain,
fuel cells and hydrogen technologies are experiencing unprecedented attention. Facilitated
by a vast number of regional and international funding schemes, the respective technologies
are in the process of being established on the market. However, to this day, fuel cells in real
application often lag behind in durability. Furthermore, in order to increase the reliability
of systems, operational strategies are crucial. Whereas a good operating strategy can ensure
stable, reliable and long lifetime, a poorly chosen strategy can mean the early and sudden
death of critical components. Two critical steps in the operation of a fuel cell are start-up
and shut-down. There, the presence of an air-hydrogen front during the start-stop process
is a particularly well-known and understood trigger for severe cathode degradation and
alternative strategies have been explored [1–3]; though not all of these are successful, and
harm can even be done. Another critical step in any operation strategy is the application of
a load after introduction of the reactant gases. Fuel cell polymer electrolyte membranes
are known to suffer from exposure to open circuit voltage (OCV) and the duration of OCV
hold times should therefore be limited [4–6].

In order to limit the duration of OCV, but also to limit fuel efficiency losses by long
reactant purge durations and achieve rapid start-up goals, a general aim is to apply a load
fast. However, overall cell or stack voltages give little insight into the gas distribution
within the fuel cell. Thus, there is a risk of reactant starvation due to an uneven distribution
over the surface area. For the cathode, this is not without impact, though the effect is less
immediate [7]. On the anode on the other hand, this can lead to fuel starvation, which is
known to be detrimental for fuel cell anodes [8]. In that case, instead of the oxidation of
hydrogen according to Equation (1), carbon present in the catalyst support, microporous
layer, gas diffusion layer and in some cases bipolar plate, is oxidized according to Equation
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(2). This leads to the irreversible structural change of the carbon based materials, which
impacts mass transport, including water transport, conductivity, and electrochemically
active surface area (ECSA) available for the catalytic reaction due to detachment of the
catalyst [7,9].

2 H2 → 4 H+ + 4 e− (1)

C + 2 H2O → CO2 + 4 H+ + 4 e− (2)

Thus, the adequate waiting time before starting operation of a fuel cell is critical
to ensure a save and long usable lifetime. In an approach to connect modelling and
experiments, the present study investigates the limits of the reliability of the voltage
measurement to define the save starting point of operation.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis of transient performance in proton
exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells is a relatively scarce topic in the literature. Most of
the numerical models are dealing with steady-state analysis where the objective of the
research is to mutually compare different flow fields under stationary operating conditions.
Since one of the main objectives of research and development of PEM fuel cells is to serve
automotive applications, the transient operation needs to be studied in more detail.

In [10–12], CFD models are developed to study transient behavior of a PEM fuel
cell using 1D and 2D approach, single-phase assumptions, and using a time-step size
of 2 × 10−4 s [11]. The advantage of this approach is quick calculation times, while
the disadvantage is that they can only be used for very simplified channel geometries.
Shimpalee [13] studies the dynamic performance during a dynamic load cycle of the
Federal Urban Drive Cycle of a large scale PEM fuel cell model using CFD and STAR-
CCM+ software by Siemens Digital Industries Software. Two different flow fields of 200 cm2

active area are studied and mutually compared. They showed different transient behavior,
although under steady-state operation, they were observed as quite similar. Shimpalee [13]
developed a dynamic CFD model of a 200 cm2 single-cell that showed quite similar
behavior for steady-state and dynamic models. Nevertheless, the model lacks detailed
experimental validation. Tolj et al. [14] developed a simplified 3D CFD model of 1 kW stack
and studied the dynamic process of heating up from room temperature, comparing the
numerical vs. lumped model approach and experimental data. The model used simplified
channel geometry, a continuum layer approach and symmetry boundary conditions but
resulted in good agreement vs. other data. Nevertheless, detailed comparisons with
experimental data was lacking in all of the previous works [10–14]. Detailed numerical
model validation can be seen in Penga et al. [15] where a steady-state 3D CFD model of
a 100 cm2 single cell with complex flow field geometry is developed and the numerical
results are compared with neutron imaging results. Experimental investigation was semi-
steady-state, conducted using current ramp up and ramp down with 10 min hold times.
The conducted CFD analysis has shown that the steady-state approach using humidified
and dry reactants shows quite similar results when compared to neutron radiography
but also concludes that 10 min hold times are not sufficiently long for reaching steady-
state operation during experimental analysis and suggests using longer hold times. The
numerical model consisted of 20+ million elements, therefore any type of transient analysis
would take a very long time to be conducted.

The model developed by Penga et al. [15] is also used in this work, but for transient
analysis and with deactivated multi-phase modelling because it requires very small time-
steps and immense computational resources and calculation times. As it can be seen
from the mentioned references [10–14], the numerical modelling is generally based on
significantly simplified geometry when compared to the experimental setup and most of
the works lack experimental validation. The geometry and process simplifications are
rationalized by very high calculation time requirements for such modelling approaches to
give accurate predictions. For example, as can be seen in [11,13], the time step sizes were
0.2 and 1 ms, respectively.
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The objective of this work was to develop a full-scale 3D CFD model with capability
of using higher time-scales to compare the results with experimentally obtained data for
different quantities and see if the numerical model can give a good prediction of gas
transport and cell behavior during a current-ramp up after a dry nitrogen purge. This is
done in a combined experimental and modelling approach for a 25 cm2 single cell with
a triple serpentine flow field on anode and cathode. Currently, the limitations of the
developed model are outlined in the inability to accurately model two-phase flow, due to
an immense increase in the calculation requirements; therefore, this issue will be tackled in
a future study. Since there are only a few other transient CFD models of a full-scale single
cell, with only minor or mostly without any form of experimental validation, this is to date
the most thoroughly validated transient CFD model of PEM fuel cells.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials and Equipment

All experiments were carried out in a 25 cm2 single cell hardware with a pneumatic
cell compression unit both manufactured by balticFuelCells, Germany, shown in the right
image in Figure 1. The catalyst coated membrane (CCM) features a 15 µm thick perfluoro
sulfonic acid (PFSA) based membrane with a carbon supported Pt catalyst (loading: 0.05 mg
Pt cm−2 and 0.25 mg Pt cm−2 on anode and cathode, respectively). Polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE)-treated carbon paper with a micro-porous layer (MPL) is used as the gas diffusion
layer (GDL). CCM and GDLs are sandwiched between triple serpentine flow field plates
made of graphite composite (Figure 2, bottom images).
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The cell tests are performed on a G60 fuel cell test station manufactured by Greenlight
Innovation. The G60 is used to control gas inlet line temperatures, anode and cathode
pressure, gas flow rates and humidity. The cell is heated via an external thermostat. The
setup is shown in the left image of Figure 1.

If not stated differently in the following experimental descriptions, pure hydrogen
and synthetic air with an O2 content of 20.5% v/v are used as reactants, and pure N2 serves
as inert gas to purge the cell.

2.2. Gas Analysis

For the exhaust gas measurements, the test station’s exhaust lines are connected to
an ABB Advance Optima AO2020 continuous gas analyzer, capable of measuring the
concentration of CO, CO2, O2 and H2 in a known gas flow.

To determine the dead time of the experimental setup consisting of the G60 test station,
the test cell and the gas analyzer, gas measurements were carried out while alternating
reactant gases and N2. Those were done without cell, where the G60’s inlet and outlet lines
were directly connected. Regarding temperature (T), pressure (p) and flow rates, the same
settings as shown in Table 1 were used.
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Table 1. Operating parameter.

Unit Anode Cathode

p kPag 100 100
RH 80% 60%
Tcell

◦C 80 80
Tdp

◦C 75 68
Tinlet

◦C 85 85
gas flow rate NLPM 0.4 0.4

First, the anode line was flushed with dry N2 until there was a stable signal at the
gas analyzer. The gas recipe is then changed to H2 while maintaining a constant flow rate.
After the gas analyzer signal stabilized at almost 100% H2, the system was again flushed
with dry N2 as done before. The experiment was repeated in a similar way at the cathode
line, alternating synthetic air and dry N2.

Due to the dead volume in the test station lines, as well as response times for valves,
the gas analysis time scale was corrected to the measured voltage so that the onset of the
increase of voltage matches the increase of concentration.

2.3. Fuel Cell Conditioning

Fresh CCMs are conditioned for 8 h by potential cycling similar to the method de-
scribed by Bezmalinović et al. [16]. The cell potential is varied between 0.4 V, 0.5 V and
0.6 V. During conditioning, the cell is operated at 80 ◦C and 100 kPa(g) inlet pressure.
Gas flow rates are 0.4 normal liters per minute (NLPM) and 1.2 NLPM for H2 and air,
respectively, and both reactant gases are humidified to 80% relative humidity (RH).

2.4. Fuel Cell Start-Up and Shut-Down Procedure

This start-up and shut-down strategy is a modified version of the O2 consumption
strategy A described by Kocher et al. [17]. The operating parameters are shown in Table 1.
The cell is left at OCV until a potential of 0.8 V is exceeded for 20 s. Then a galvanostatic
load at 12.5 A with a 12.5 s ramp is applied for 10 min, after which the current is ramped
down to 0 A over 12.5 s. This ramp rate is chosen as it reliably leads to a save start-up
in the G60 test station. Too high ramp rates may lead to emergency shut-down if the cell
voltage drops suddenly. After a 10 s pause, the dry bypass is opened and the cell is purged
with N2 until the cell potential stays below 0.1 V for 60 s, after which the cycle is repeated.

3. Modelling Approach
3.1. Numerical Domains

The geometry is based on the experimental setup shown in Figure 1. The anode and
cathode flow fields consist of triple serpentines with channel width of 0.9 mm and channel
depth of 0.45 mm, while the land/channel ratio is equal to 1. The active area of the cell is
25 cm2. The flow direction is “counter-flow”.

The geometry is decomposed into high number of smaller blocks to enable genesis of
fully structured mesh, which will give accurate results and minimize the calculation time.
The decomposed geometry is shown in Figure 3.

A fully structured mesh is generated using a uniform element sizing of 0.225 mm. The
channels and lands are further subdivided along the height and width into 4 subdivisions.
Each layer of the MEA (gas diffusion substrates, MPLs, catalyst layers, membrane) are
subdivided using 4 elements across the height, as shown in Figure 4. Minimal orthogonal
quality of the generated mesh is very high with value of 0.976. Total number of elements is
1.998 M.
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The thickness of layers is shown below in Table 2.

Table 2. Thickness of MEA layers.

Layer Thickness, µm

Gas diffusion substrate 155
MPL 20

Catalyst 10
Membrane 15

3.2. Model Calibration and Execution

An experimental polarization curve using 1 h hold times and relatively dry operating
conditions was used as a reference for calibration of the cathode reference exchange current
density and concentration exponent in the numerical model. Such prolonged hold times and
operating conditions were necessary to avoid regions of unstable behavior due to high accumu-
lation of liquid water at increased current densities—as explained in a previous study [15]. The
governing equations of the numerical model are shown in the following chapter.

3.3. Governing Equations

The governing equations are resolved using the ANSYS Fluent®® v 17.2 software
(ANSYS, Canonsburg, PA, USA) including PEMFC add-on. The equations are listed below.
The equations are adopted from references [18–25]. Detailed explanation of the equations
and parameters is given in [15].

• Electrochemistry

∇ · (σsol∇φsol) + Rsol = 0 (3)

∇ · (σmem∇φmem) + Rmem = 0 (4)

Rsol = −Ran(< 0) (5)

Rsol = +Rcat(> 0) (6)

Rmem = +Ran(> 0) (7)

Rmem = −Rcat(< 0) (8)

Ran = (ζan jan(T))

(
[A]

[A]re f

)γan(
e

αan
an Fηan

RT + e−
αan

cat Fηan
RT

)
(9)

Rcat = (ζcat jcat(T))

(
[C]

[C]re f

)γcat(
−e

αcat
an Fηcat

RT + e−
αcat

cat Fηcat
RT

)
(10)

Ran = ζan jan(T)

(
[A]

[A]re f

)γan(
e

αan Fηan
RT

)
(11)

Rcat = ζcat jcat(T)

(
[C]

[C]re f

)γcat(
e

αcat Fηcat
RT

)
(12)

jan(T) = jre f
an e
− Ean

RT(1− T
Tre f

an
)

(13)
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jcat(T) = jre f
cat e

− Ecat
RT(1− T

Tre f
cat

)

(14)

ηan = φsol − φmem −U0
an (15)

ηcat = φsol − φmem −U0
cat (16)

U0
an = E0

an −
∆San

2F
(T − T0)−

RT
2F

ln
(

pH2

p0

)
(17)

U0
cat = E0

cat +
∆Scat

2F
(T − T0)−

RT
2F

ln

 pH2O

psat

√ pO2
p0

 (18)

• Cathode Particle Model

Rcat = 4F
cO2

cO2
jideal
O2

+<ion +<liq
(19)

<liq =
ζcatr2

p

KwDw
·

3
√

1 + Sε
1−ε

3(1− ε)
(20)

jideal
O2

=
R0

cat
4F

(21)

• Conservation of Current and Mass

SH2 = −
Mw,H2

2F
Ran < 0 (22)

SO2 = −
Mw,O2

4F
Rcat < 0 (23)

Sλ = −
Mw,H2O

2F
Rcat > 0 (24)

∫
an

RandV =
∫

cat
RcatdV (25)

• Water Transport and Mass Transfer

∂

∂t

(
εi Mw,H2Oρiλ

EW

)
+∇ ·

→i mnd Mw,H2O

F

 = ∇ ·
(

Mw,H2ODi
w∇λ

)
+ Sλ + Sgd + Sld (26)

Sgd =
(

1− sθ
)

γgd Mw,H2O
ρi

EW
(
λeq − λ

)
(27)

Sld = sθγld Mw,H2O
ρi

EW
(
λeq − λ

)
(28)

λeq = 0.36 + 6a(1− tanh(a− 0.5))
+0.69(λa=1 − 3.52)a0.5(1 + tanh

( a−0.89
0.23

))
+ s(λs=1

−λa=1)
(29)
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a =
pwv

psat
(30)

∂

∂t
(εiρls) = ∇ ·

(
ρlKKr

µl
∇pl

)
+ Sgl − Sld (31)

Kr = sb (32)

Kr =

 Mw,H2O
ρl

λS=1 +
EW
ρi

Mw,H2O
ρl

λ + EW
ρi

· λ

λs=1

2

(33)

∂

∂t
(εiρls) = ∇ ·

(
ρlKKr

µl
∇(pc + p)

)
+ Sgl − Sld (34)

Sgl =
γeεsDgl Mw,H2O

RT
pln
(

p− psat

p− pwv

)
(35)

Sgl =
γcε(1− s)Dgl Mw,H2O

RT
pln
(

p− psat

p− pwv

)
(36)

Dgl = 0.365 · 10−4
(

T
343

)2.334
·
(

105

p

)
(37)

Dgl = 1.79 · 10−4
(

T
343

)2.334
·
(

105

p

)
(38)

fliq = Θε s ·max
[(

pc +
1
2

ρv2
)

, 0
]

(39)

pc = σcosθc

√
ε

K
J(1− s) (40)

pc = σcosθc

√
ε

K
J(s) (41)

J(x) = ax− bx2 + cx3 (42)

Rj = (1− s)γj Rj (43)

∂

∂t
(ρls) +∇ ·

(
ρl
→
v ls
)
= ∇ ·

(
Dliq∇s

)
(44)

→
v l = χ

→
v g (45)

• Heat Sources

SGDL+MPL =
i2s

σsol
− Sgl∗ · L (46)

SACL = Ran

(
ηan −

T∆San

2F

)
+

i2s
σsol

+
i2m

σmem
−
(

Sdl + Sgl

)
· L (47)

SCCL = Rcat

(
−ηcat −

T∆Scat

2F

)
+

i2s
σsol

+
i2m

σmem
−
(

Sdl + Sgl

)
· L (48)
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SMEM =
i2m

σmem
(49)

SCC =
i2s

σsol
(50)

• Properties

Di = ε1.5(1− s)rs D0
i

(
p0

p

)γp( T
T0

)γt

(51)

Dij
e f f = (1− s)rs ε1.5Dij (52)

σmem = Γi(0.514λ− 0.326)ωi eEi(
1

303+
1
T ) (53)

Γi = βmem (54)

Γi = β
ςa
τa
an (55)

Γi = β
ςc
τc
cat (56)

Di
w =

ηλρi
EW

f (λ) (57)

f (λ) = 4.1 · 10−10
(

λ

25

)0.15[
1 + tanh

(
λ− 2.5

1.4

)]
(58)

f (λ) = 3.1 · 10−7λ
(

e0.28λ − 1
)(

e−
2346 [K]

T

)
(59)

f (λ) = 4.17 · 10−4λ
(

1 + 161e−λ
)(

e−
2346 [K]

T

)
(60)

nd = nosmg(λ) (61)

g(λ) =
2.5λ

22
(62)

log10 psat = a + bt + ct2 + dt3 (63)

• Cross-Over Current

SH2 = −
Mw,H2

2F
· Il

Volan
(64)

SO2 = −
Mw,O2

4F
· Il

Volcat
(65)

Sλ =
Mw,H2O

2F
· Il

Volcat
(66)
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4. Results and Discussion

During start-up of the fuel cell and with the introduction of hydrogen, the voltage
rapidly increases and reaches a maximum before the gas measurement shows a hydrogen
ratio of 1 (Figure 5) for the respective measurement with the cell bypassed. During the
experiment in the course of the start-up and shut-down cycling, the outlet gas compositions
remains below 1 even longer. At the point at which the current ramp-up is initiated by
the procedure, the hydrogen ratio is at 0.880 with the consumption outweighing the
replacement of remaining nitrogen, so that a marginal decrease to 0.878 is noted before the
ratio again increases, but not reaching a value above 0.882.
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Interestingly, the observed amount of CO2 does not appear to be directly related to
the ramp up of the current, as it is already observed before its onset. However, there is a
correlation—though with delay—with the hydrogen front moving through the fuel cell.

The initial state of the cell in the numerical model is set up by conducting a steady-
state analysis using dry nitrogen with 0.4 NLPM on anode and cathode side. The time-step
dependency analysis has been carried out and outlined that it is possible to use greater
time steps compared to those found in other references when the water phase change
model is turned off. For this reason, the mist flow assumption, i.e., single-phase, is used.
Using the phase change model resulted in solution divergence even when time steps of
several ms were used. Since the duration of the entire cycle is 30 s with dry nitrogen plus
45 s after the reactants are introduced, it is easy to see that using greater time step results
in orders of magnitude reduction in calculation times because the number of required
time steps for conducting the simulations for the total elapsed time are reduced. Using
the mist flow assumption is also convenient because the start-up of the dynamic load
profile is from dry reactants and the reactants have a relative humidity of 80% and 60%
for anode and cathode side, respectively. Therefore, liquid water only occurs after the
current ramp-up to 0.5 A cm−2 and the quantity of liquid water is minor. The time step
dependency study was carried out for different time steps and it was noted that time step
size of 1 s gives satisfactory level of agreement with experimental data in all aspects, while
larger time step sizes gave poor results. After the steady state solution has converged
(dry nitrogen both sides, current density of 0 A cm−2), the solution type is changed to
transient and time step of 1 s is applied. The liquid phase equations are turned off due
to reasons specified previously and the transient solver is running for total time of 30 s,
which was enough to show that all of the monitored variables remain at a fixed value. This
includes the mass fractions of different gas species, relative humidity and temperature at
the anode and cathode outlets and inlets, as well as current density and electric potential at
the cathode terminal. Galvanostatic approach was used. After 30 s total time has elapsed,
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the solution is stopped and the gas compositions and mass flow rates are changed to be
in agreement with experimentally obtained data. After the 30 s have elapsed, the new
start is considered as zero flow time. This represents the introduction of the reactants
into the cell. It was noted that the abrupt change in gas composition from the initial
dry nitrogen to humidified reactants with stable mass flow rates equal to 0.4 NLPM and
specified relative humidity gives very different results at the outlet when compared to
experimental data. It was assumed that this behavior is present due to long pipes before
and after the cell, which affect the replacement of nitrogen once the valves are operated.
The experiments were carried out once again and it was noted that the change in anode
inlet is actually quite inert and it takes about 16 s to reach hydrogen ratio of 1 at the anode
inlet, while at the anode outlet, the hydrogen ratio was equal to ca. 0.9. It was concluded
that this is a result of nitrogen cross-over. The water vapor was taken out of the account
by condensing the water before the gas analyzer at temperature of +3 ◦C. It was noted
that the anode inlet composition gradually changed from initial value of 0 to the value
specified experimentally. This gradual change could not be implemented in the CFD model
for every 1 s because the solution would diverge; thus, it was changed manually every 4 s
in a step like manner (green triangles in Figure 6). Once this procedure was carried out,
the results of the simulations and experimental data have shown good agreement in the
initial part of the ramp-up profile, as seen in Figure 6. After 16 s have elapsed, the gas
composition is kept at a constant value and the simulation is carried out until a flow time
of 24 s and stopped. The current density is then ramped up throughout a total time of
12.5 s from an initial value of 0 A cm−2 to final value of 0.5 A cm−2. After each 1 s time
step has elapsed, the value of current density at the cathode terminal was altered to agree
with experimentally obtained data by gradually increasing the value at each time step.
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Since the hydrogen ratio has increased from 0 to 1 at the inlet during the total time of
16 s, the hydrogen mass fraction contours have been extracted for each 1 s time step during
total time of 18 s, as shown in Figure 7, to elucidate regions where the hydrogen is in lowest
concentration. It can be seen that in the beginning, the hydrogen mass fraction is at its highest
value at the inlet, but after a couple of seconds, it can be observed that the hydrogen mass
fraction is at its highest value at the outlet, which seems counter-intuitive at first.

To explain this behavior, the mass fraction of each species is plotted in Figure 8. The
total sum of mass fractions of each species must be equal to one at all times. It can be
seen in Figure 8 that the anode nitrogen mass fraction abruptly decreases in value during
the first couple of seconds. Since the nitrogen is expelled from the cell, the total of mass
fractions must remain 1, meaning that the mass fractions of the other two species, hydrogen
and water vapor, will consequently increase. It can also be observed that once the nitrogen
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mass fraction drops to zero, at time 16 s in the chart, the hydrogen and water vapor mass
fractions remain at their constant values until the time of 24 s. From that moment onwards,
the hydrogen mass fraction is gradually decreased while the water vapor mass fraction
is increased, during the current ramp up, because the cell starts producing water while
hydrogen is being consumed. After the final current density of 0.5 A cm−2 is reached, the
hydrogen and water vapor mass fractions reach a constant value which remains until the
end of the cycle.
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Figure 9 shows hydrogen mass fraction contours inside the anode catalyst layer for
time 10 s to 27 s. It can be observed that spatial distribution of the hydrogen mass fraction
evens out from time 16 s to 24 s and then it can be observed that the mass fraction values
become quite uniform, during the current ramp up process. The current ramp up lasts
12.5 s and the current density is linearly increased from 0 to 0.5 A cm−2 at the end.
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During the ramp up, it can be seen that the hydrogen mass fraction gets evened out
due to reactant depletion and we can observe for time 30 s in Figure 10 that the lowest
hydrogen mass fraction appears in the middle of the active area, and then gradually shifts
in the direction of the anode outlet, while the hydrogen mass fraction is the highest at the
inlet. This is expected since the reactant gas is consumed in the downstream direction. After
time 36 s, the hydrogen mass fractions remain almost identically distributed, since the final
current density of 0.5 A cm−2 is reached. It can be seen that during this process, there are no
regions in which starvation occurs. Therefore, it can be concluded that the hydrogen purging
duration and ramp-up speed is sufficient to prevent degradation of the cell.
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If we observe the current ramp up, it seems to have very little effect on the hydrogen
mass fraction distribution along the entire flow field, meaning that starvation is not likely
to occur. The ramp up of the current exhibits only a marginal impact on the gas distribution
and does not show a clear connection to the observed emission of CO2. This allows the
conclusion that a small degree of carbon corrosion is most likely linked to a combination of
mechanisms. Traces of oxygen in test station anode piping, and most importantly from
cross over of oxygen from the cathode towards the anode, can recombine with hydrogen
as it is introduced, and lead to localized heat up at the active catalyst sites. Increased
temperatures and the presence of catalyst and water favor the oxidation of carbon, which is
evident from the emission of CO2. This conclusion is supported by the consistently lower
hydrogen concentration at the outlet of the cell compared to when the cell is bypassed as
well as when simulated.

5. Conclusions

The present study links the observed carbon dioxide emissions to damage occurring
during fuel cell start-up by time-resolved CFD modelling. The novel aspects of this paper
are in the transient modelling of a full-scale single cell with relatively high time step size
of 1 s for the first time. Other authors have done so using time steps of several ms or
lower, resulting in a limited applicability of the method due to excessive calculation times.
Our approach has led to a reduced time requirement for conducting such calculations by
several orders of magnitude (e.g., the total simulation time of 75 s lasts 3 h and 15 min using
time step of 1 s, while it would take ca. 156.25 days if time step of 1 ms would be used, if
done on the same computer). This was accomplished by using a very high mesh quality,
mist flow assumption and operating conditions in which such an approach is feasible;
meaning moderately humidified reactants and current density. The measured voltage
values correlate with the results of the simulation by approximately ±10% with—as is to
be expected—the biggest error shortly before and during ramp-up of the current. This is
due to the fact that the simulation has limited capabilities to include gas crossover, which
leads to an overestimation of the voltage during an extended time at open circuit voltage.
With increasing current, the simulation tends to underestimate the fuel cell voltage. This is
less pronounced during stable operation. The model relies on one value at 0.5 A cm−2 for
the membrane resistance. In reality, this will not be stable over a whole range of current
setpoints and thus, the error most likely stems from the input parameter of the membrane
resistance. The hydrogen concentrations at inlet and outlet exhibit rather large errors in
the beginning of the experiment, when the model tends to overestimate the hydrogen
concentration. This, however, equilibrates within the first 10–15 s and stabilizes in the
range of 0–1% for the inlet and −4–0% (and thus, overestimating the concentration) for
the outlet.

Despite this initial sensitivity, it is shown that the sharp rise of cell voltage once
reactant gases are introduced, is unrelated to the local hydrogen concentration in the anode
and there is a risk of initiating operation too early. With the used adequate absolute flow,
there is sufficient reactant present to safely operate the cell and no direct link between
current and CO2 emission was observed despite a hydrogen ratio below 0.9 in the anode
exhaust. The hydrogen ratio mapping showed an even distribution early on with no
potential areas exhibiting a high risk of degradation and no link between the onset of the
load ramp and the carbon dioxide emissions were observed. This leads to the conclusion
that no fuel starvation has occurred. The observed CO2 emissions—though low—appeared
to rather be linked to the introduction of the reactant gases than to a local undersupply of
hydrogen. This is more likely connected to a direct combination of hydrogen and oxygen
due to crossover of gases, which leads to a localized heat up at the catalyst interface, which
in turn accelerated carbon corrosion in the presence of water. This hypothesis is supported
by the overestimation of the voltage in the latter stages of OCV as well as the overestimation
of the hydrogen content in the fuel cell anode outlet, as both these values are affected by
gas crossover through the membrane.
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The model has also shown that during the experiments, it is very important to measure
the inlet and outlet chemical composition of gases, because for this particular case, the
valves, tubes and membrane integrity had more severe influence on the behavior—and in
particular, the degradation of the cell—than actual reactant starvation during the current
ramp-up.

The developed numerical model will be used in future studies to study the per-
formance of PEM fuel cell operated using standard drive cycles and the results will be
compared with locally measured current density distribution.
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Nomenclature

A anode
a water activity,/
C cathode
CCM catalyst coated membrane
CFD computational fluid dynamics
cw specific heat of water, J (kg K)−1

Dgl diffusion coefficient between gas and liquid phase,/
Dliq liquid water diffusion coefficient, kg m−2 s−1

Dij gas species mass diffusivity, m2 s−1

Dij
e f f effective gas species mass diffusivity, m2 s−1

D0
i

mass diffusivity of species i and reference
pressure p0 and temperature T0, m2 s−1

Di
w diffusion coefficient of water content, kmol m−3

e Euler’s number/constant
Ean/Ecat user-specified activation energy anode/cathode, respectively, J mol−1

Ei activation energy for the temperature correction term,/
E0

an/E0
cat reversible potentials anode/cathode, respectively, V

ECSA electrochemically active surface area, m2/g
EW equivalent weight, kg kmol−1

F Faraday constant, (9.6485 × 107) C kmol−1

g(λ)
function for correlation of electro osmotic
drag to membrane water content,/

GDL gas diffusion layer
Il leakage current, A m−2
→
i m the ionic current density, A m−1

is, im magnitude of solid/membrane phase current density, respectively, A m−1

jan/jcat reference exchange current density, respectively, A m−2

jre f
an /jre f

cat
reference exchange current density at specified reference
temperature anode/cathode, respectively, A m−2
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jideal
O2

ideal oxygen molar flux, mol m−2 s−1

K absolute permeability,/
Kr relative permeability,/

KwDw
product of oxygen solubility and diffusivity
in liquid water, respectively, m2 s−1

L latent heat of evaporation, J kg−1

MPL micro porous layer
Mw,H2 , Mw,O2 , molecular mass of hydrogen, oxygen, water vapor, ionomer,
Mw,H2O, Mw respectively, kg kmol−1

nd osmotic drag coefficient,/

nosm
user-specified generality coefficient for
electro osmotic drag coefficient,/

NLPM normal liters per minute
OCV open circuit voltage
p pressure, Pa
pc capillary pressure, Pa
pl liquid pressure gradient, kg m2 s−2

pwv partial pressure of water vapor, Pa

pH2 , pO2 , pH2O
partial pressures of hydrogen, oxygen and
water vapor, respectively, Pa

psat water vapor saturation pressure, Pa
p0 user-specified standard state absolute pressure, Pa
p0 reference pressure, Pa
PEM proton exchange membrane
PEMFC proton exchange membrane fuel cell
PFSA perfluoro sulfonic acid
PTFE polytetrafluoroethylene
R universal gas constant, (8.3144) J (mol K)−1

Ran/Rcat exchange current density anode/cathode, respectively, A m−3

Rj
transfer current modification due to occurrence of
liquid water, A m−3

rp particle diameter, m
rs exponent of pore blockage,/
R0

cat ideal transfer current, A m−2 s−1

Rsol/Rmem volumetric transfer current, respectively, A m−3

<ion/<liq
resistance due to ionomer film/liquid water film
surrounding particles, respectively, s m−1

RH relative humidity, %
s liquid saturation,/
SGDL+MPL, SACL, volumetric heat source for the gas diffusion layer and

SSCCL, SMEM, SCC
micro porous layer, anode catalyst layer, membrane and
current collector, respectively, J m−3 s−1

SH2 , SO2 , Sλ, sink/source terms for hydrogen, oxygen, membrane water

Sgd, Sld, Sgl
content, between gas and dissolved phases, liquid and dissolved
phases and gas and liquid phases, respectively, kg m−3 s−1

∆San/∆Scat reaction entropies anode/cathode, respectively, J K−1

T temperature, K

Tre f
an /Tre f

cat
user-specified reference temperature anode/cathode
, respectively,/

T0 user-specified standard state temperature, K
T0 reference temperature, K
U0

an/U0
cat half cell potential anode/cathode, respectively, V
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V volume, m3
→
v g gas velocity vector, m s−1
→
v l liquid water velocity vector, m s−1

Volan/Volcat volume of the anode/cathode catalyst layer, m3

[ ], [ ]re f local species concentration, kmol m−3

Greek alphabet

αan
an/αan

cat
anode and cathode transfer coefficients of the
anode electrode, respectively,/

αcat
an /αcat

cat
anode and cathode transfer coefficients of the cathode
electrode, respectively,/

βmem, βan, βcat
electrolyte phase conductivity model generality constant in
membrane, anode catalyst and cathode catalyst, respectively,/

Γi electrolyte phase conductivity term,/

γan/γcat
concentration dependence coefficient anode/cathode,
respectively,/

γe/γc evaporation/condensation coefficient, respectively,/

γj
user-specified constant for modification of transfer current due to
occurrence of liquid water,/

γgd, γld
user-specified parameters for mass exchange rate between gas and
dissolved/liquid and dissolved phases,/

γt/γp
user-defined exponents in gas species diffusivity equation for
temperature/pressure, respectively,/

ε porosity,/
εi porosity of porous media,/

ζan/ζcat
specific active area anode/cathode (cathode catalyst),
respectively, m−1

ηan/ηcat surface over potential anode/cathode, V
Θ coefficient of liquid water removal,/
θ user-specified parameter,/
θc contact angle, ◦

λ membrane water content, dissolved water content,/
λeq equilibrium water content,/

λa=1, λs=1
water activity at water activity equal to 1, saturation equal to 1, i.e.,
user-specified parameters,/

µl liquid dynamic (absolute) viscosity, kg (ms)−1

ρi dry ionomer, i.e., membrane, density, kg m−3

ρl liquid water density, kg m−3

σ surface tension coefficient, N m−1

σsol/σmem
electrical conductivity of the solid/membrane phase,
respectively, (Ωm)−1

ςa/ςc ionomer volume fraction anode/cathode, respectively,/
τa/τc ionomer tortuosity anode/cathode,/
φsol/φmem electric potential of the solid/membrane phase, respectively, V
χ liquid to gas velocity ratio,/
ωi electrolyte phase conductivity model generality constant,/
Mathematical
operator
∇ nabla operator
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